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ABSTRACT
Augmented reality (AR) technologies couple digital content with the real world, enabling contextualized
immersive analytics experiences. Though effective prototyping tools are critical to crafting these
experiences, most prototyping approaches decouple the physical environment from the virtual, making
it difficult to evaluate and refine the experience as a whole. With this work, we discuss how an in
situ approach to AR prototyping would combat the decontextualization issue and enable holistic
prototyping of immersive analytics applications. We propose a more robust prototyping suite to enable
increased collaboration and an opportunity to ideate on the full breadth of the immersive analytics
application, situating our discussion in the context of data-driven storytelling for museum exhibits.
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INTRODUCTION
Augmented reality (AR) is well-suited for immersive analytics, allowing the display of virtual objects
and 3D visualizations alongside physical referents, enabling a seamless blend of physical and virtual
worlds. Effectively leveraging the affordances of AR requires applications that sensibly tie these
physical and virtual components together. Achieving this blend is challenging because existing tools
do not allow designers to prototype using AR’s full set of capabilities, including virtual object placement,
use of physical referents, 3D data visualizations and interactivity. Existing AR content creation tools
allow designers to pick, place and manipulate objects [10], and immersive visualization prototyping
tools allow designers to adjust datasets and encodings [4, 12]. However, these tools are limited in
their abilities to capture and share the experience of an immersive, data-driven story, hindering the
iterative prototyping process of such applications.
With this work, we discuss the need to develop prototyping tools that support the breadth of
capabilities of AR applications and how an in situ approach can allow designers to build rich prototypes
of immersive analytics experiences. We argue that in situ prototyping approaches are important for
immersive analytics because they allow for holistic, contextualized prototypes; rapid and accessible
development; and support for collaboration. To illustrate the potential gains of in situ AR prototyping,
we consider prototyping of interactive museum exhibits as a motivating use case. Museums often
couple data with physical artifacts to tell educational stories. However, current approaches offer
limited support for domain users to readily prototype such exhibits effectively. We use this scenario
to identify where and how situated prototyping might support more effective data-driven storytelling
by allowing for holistic, contextualized, and interactive prototyping environments.
RELATED WORK
AR Content Creation: Research in AR content creation tools has yielded systems that enable
increased participation with novel AR technology, deployed in domains such as tourism [6], furniture
assembly [14], cultural experiences [1], and 3D E-books [5]. These tools allow designers to pick and
place virtual objects, manipulate transforms and adjust descriptive characteristics (such as color)
to create AR scenarios, using a WYSIWYG interface targeting a wide range of technical abilities.
They allow users to focus on the creation of the scene as a whole, rather than crafting individual 3D
models. While these tools provide features for effective desktop prototyping, they lack support for
understanding how a prototype will function in a given operational environment.
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Figure 1: We extend DXR [12] to provide
a feature-rich iterative in situ prototyping
interface. For example, a designer can prototype a target display with associated visualizations, using annotations to further
describe and clarify, in this case describing rotating 3D visualizations on an interactive map. Visualizations depict temperature, humidity and nitrogen dioxide concentration in a particular location.
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Prototyping Immersive Visualizations: Research in immersive analytics has looked at systems
for interactive data exploration in a 3D immersive space. ImAxes allows users to directly pick up and
place axes representing columns of a dataset to manipulate the visualization [4]. DXR offers a scalable
framework to build immersive visualizations that provides accessible packages for both WYSIWYG
an programming-based prototyping [12]. These tools allow users to quickly prototype individual
visualizations, but crafting immersive data-driven stories requires designers to manipulate how the
visualizations build a broader story and couple with the physical environment. s
As with AR prototyping tools, design tools for 2D data-driven storytelling incorporate functionality
beyond manipulation of datasets and encodings but allow designers to use visualizations to drive
home a larger narrative to readers/viewers. Recent work in visualization design provides designers
with the tools to explore the visualization design space before refining and finalizing the visualization
[2]. DataToon allows designers to build data-driven stories using an interface for manipulation of
visualizations as well as highlighting, labeling, sketching and further visual embellishment, speaking
to the breadth of tasks required to craft data-driven stories [9]. AR offers significant promise for datadriven storytelling as it allows designers to incorporate both physical and virtual artifacts alongside
visualizations. In situ methods for immersive analytics prototyping can allow designers from a broad
array of domains to craft these immersive, data-driven stories that seamlessly blend physical and
virtual content.
SCENARIO: MUSEUM EXHIBIT CURATION
Interactive museum exhibits can engage people with educational content by combining physical
artifacts with public displays. The ability to prototype the digital artifacts and interactive immersive
displays and visualizations of a museum exhibit could allow designers to effectively explore the
design space for a mixed reality exhibit. Recent work in museum prototyping has explored curators’
interactions with physical artifacts when prototyping a potential exhibit [7]. For example, exhibit
designers can associate virtual representations of historical artifacts with physical image markers and
add touch-based and proxemic interactions to trigger animations, sounds, videos, etc [11]. Museum
exhibit prototyping could be extended to leverage the full design space of different interaction
modalities and supporting visualizations that would enable compelling data-driven stories that
enhance an exhibit’s physical artifacts.
In exhibit design, designers wish to navigate the exhibit space, prototyping novel digital content,
configurations of potential new physical artifacts, and paired data visualizations that augment the
exhibit’s physical artifacts. Digital annotations can further clarify physical-virtual associations and
relationships between objects. An in situ approach allows for intuitive understanding of the interaction
between virtual objects and the physical environment to holistically verify the experience, unlike a
prototyping approach decoupled from physical context, such as a those provided by traditional design
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tools like Unity. Designers can prototype visualizations and interactivity associated with these virtual
and physical objects. In situ navigation of the prototype would enable designers to verify intuitive
engagement with the interactive components of the exhibit and to understand, refine, and evaluate
the holistic experience museum-goers will have.
Beyond Individual Elements. In situ prototyping allows designers to focus on the holistic experience
of the immersive application. Museum curators can evaluate and refine the full experience of a
prototype exhibit by viewing how different components of the exhibit work together in situ to achieve
educational goals in real-time (Fig. 1). Existing tools such as DXR allow users to quickly adjust the
view by changing not only the positions and orientations of visualizations, but also the datasets and
encodings of visualizations in situ [12]. Part of this holistic prototyping experience is accessibility:
domain experts with limited technical expertise can evaluate the exhibit holistically and interactively
refine the encodings, artifacts, and configurations to best match their intended goals. Designers
could further describe or clarify relationships between these visualization prototypes and the physical
environment via small sketch-based [3] and/or text-based [8] annotation interfaces. Prototyping tools
that allow designers to enumerate the relationships between objects and physical referents would
yield greater breadth in AR prototypes. Functionality to prototype at this breadth in situ could come at
the expense of precise modeling control, but would enable ideation and enumeration of the experience
as a whole.

Figure 2: Example prototype of gestural interaction to trigger animations (top, middle) and proxemic interaction to trigger
audio (bottom).

Contextualized Visualizations. A room scale immersive application incorporates the physical space,
additional artifacts and spatially relevant visualizations. Additional artifacts imported as 3D virtual
models can serve as placeholders in the environment as a proposed installation. Immersive technologies
allow museum curators to bind interactive data visualizations with these artifacts to enrich the story
the exhibit is intended to tell. For example, dinosaur bones could be paired with isotypes comparing
the dinosaur’s size to that of other species. These embedded data representation tightly couple
visualizations to physical referents and specific locations in the environment [13]. Instead of sharing
sketched prototypes or first person view captures, designers could collaborate on prototypes in the
same space with the same physical context. In situ prototyping enables a seamless blend of physical
and virtual artifacts with embedded visualizations, allowing manipulation of an artifact or visualization
while viewing all components relative to one another.
Interaction Prototyping. With the breadth of possible technologies in an interactive museum exhibit
(head-mounted displays, mobile AR, spatial AR tabletop displays, etc), the designer has a number of
options on how to make the environment interactive. Gesturing in a particular direction could enable
animation of a virtual object, and proximity to a physical artifact could trigger an audio file (Fig. 2). In
situ solutions allow designers to evaluate and refine interactions within the physical constraints of the
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exhibit. For example, designers can test configurations of artifacts such that proxemic interactive zones
do not overlap with those of other artifacts or within fragile or confined spaces. Multiple designers
could further prototype interactivity by visualizing multi-user engagement with the exhibit. In situ
prototyping of interactions provides the ability to verify and manipulate the intended experience.
CONCLUSION
There is great potential for AR in room-scale prototyping of interactive environments. Leveraging
benefits of AR content creation and visualization prototyping could enable effective design of immersive
AR applications. The in situ approach discussed allows for visualization of the environment with
proposed changes, offering an intuitive understanding of the proposition in full. There should be
continued work to elicit intuitive in situ content creation from designers and domain experts to work
toward effective AR prototyping. With effective prototyping tools in place, immersive analytics design
could realize a more iterative and collaborative workflow, resulting in compelling applications.
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